spotlight: specialised vessels

North Sea solution
A new maintenance support vessel for Shell’s smaller gas fields in the
southern North Sea boasts a number of technological innovations, as
Russell McCulley reports.

T

he Kroonborg vessel
went to work this
spring in the UK and
Dutch sectors of the
southern North Sea, where
Shell’s ONEgas business unit
and the Shell-ExxonMobil joint
venture NAM operate 56 gas
producing platforms, 44 of them
unmanned. The bespoke support
vessel is a key piece of the
company’s operational strategy
in the region, where production
is shifting from mature,
declining reservoirs to smaller
gas deposits.
That strategy, put in place over
the past several years, includes
a significant reduction in the
use of helicopters to transport
maintenance crews, says ONEgas
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project leader Haije Stigter. The
Kroonborg serves as both a “walkto-work” vessel and an efficient
way to transport the equipment
and chemicals needed to
maintain gas production.
“The big reservoirs have been
discovered and developed,” says
Stigter of the mature Southern
North Sea basin. “But there are
smaller accumulations waiting
to be developed. So there are
two drivers. With mature assets
and declining reservoirs, we
continuously need to look at
managing our operating costs and
field life. And with smaller, newer
accumulations, we need to look at
optimising our development costs.”
About 15 years ago, Shell began
moving to marine access-only
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facilities to cut both operating
expenses at mature fields and
the cost of exploring new,
smaller discoveries. The shift
to “minimal facilities” had the
“knock-on effect of not having
to put a helideck and all the
associated equipment on the
platform”, Stigter says.
The first platforms introduced
under the walk-to-work scheme
were designed to be visited by
“small, fast rescue-type craft,
where we could put six people on
the platform in quite moderate
sea states. And since 2006,
we’ve used motion compensated
gangways, initially fitted onto
the backs of standard DP-2
platform supply vessels.”
The new approach worked well

enough, but operations were
hampered by inclement weather
and sea states. Cranes on the
small vessels could not operate
when waves exceeded about 1.5
metres, which meant work was
mostly limited to the warmer
months. Restricted space also
made it difficult to transport the
significant amount of chemicals
needed to maintain production,
such as corrosion and hydrate
inhibitors.
In 2012, Shell engineers
started to toss around ideas for
a new service and supply vessel
to meet multiple needs. Those
early meetings started with a
fundamental question, Stigter
recalls.
“If we had a blank piece
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of paper, what would a total
solution for our ONEgas
operations look like? We not only
want to be able to put people on
the platform, we also want to put
materials on the platform. And
wouldn’t it be nice to be able to
transport the chemicals we need
to produce and evacuate wet
gas?”
Riding the waves
The Kroonborg vessel ticked the
right boxes on Shell’s wish-list.
Measuring 80 metres in length
and almost 16 metres in width,
the ship has accommodations for
up to 60 people, including a crew
of 20. Built by Royal Niestern
Sander shipyard for owner and
operator Royal Wagenborg, the
vessel is chartered to Shell for an
initial period of 10 years.
The ship sports a fully
integrated 22-metre Amplemann
gangway that compensates the
motion of waves up to
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EASY COMMUTE:
The Kroonborg vessel was
designed to fit Shell’s walk-towork strategy for its smaller
southern North Sea gas fields.
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STEADY LIFT: The bespoke
vessel includes a number of
technological innovations,
including a fully motion
compensating crane from
Dutch company Barge Master.

2.5 metres. More unusual is the
vessel’s motion compensating
crane, said to be the first of its
kind (see page 21).
“When we signed the contract
in 2013, we requested a motion
compensated crane on the vessel,
but that didn’t exist then,” Stigter
says. As it happens, another
Dutch company, Barge Master,
was conducting field trials at the
time on a motion compensation
system that could be configured
to work with a large crane. The
equipment was much larger than
what Shell needed, or what the
Kroonborg’s limited deck space
could accommodate.
“It’s interesting — you put a
demand out into the market,
and there will be a company out
there to pick up the challenge
and start developing a solution,”
Stigter says. “We found a partner
in that respect with Barge
Master, which already worked
with motion compensation but

put all of its technology and
knowledge into this motion
compensated crane.”
The Barge Master crane, as
configured for the Kroonborg, can
lift up to five tonnes 32 metres
above sea level at a reach of up
to 20 metres or 15 tonnes at a
reach of 10 metres. “It’s been
working quite happily in threemetre seas,” Stigter notes — all
the more remarkable, he adds,
“considering the fact that the
crane didn’t exist when we
signed the contract in June, 2013,
but was installed on the vessel
late last year. And we’ve now
had a few months working with
the vessel, putting it through its
paces, and everything works like
a dream, within the boundary
conditions that we set.”
The motion compensation
technology increases the
weather window for offshore
operations from about half of a
typical year — the “workability”

rate Shell was getting with the
smaller vessels — to between
85% and 90%, based on historic
metocean data, Stigter says.
The equipment is
complemented by a propulsion
system comprising two Voith
Schneider Propellers and two
Voith Inline Thrusters. The
system provides the station
keeping necessary to transfer
personnel and materials
safely, Stigter says, and to make
use of the vessel’s chemical
supply and cold start-up
capabilities. PG Marine Group,
now known as PG Flow
Solutions, provided the
Kroonborg’s cold start and
inspection, repair and
maintenance (IRM) package,
a below-deck arrangement of
pumps, injection and control
systems, a nitrogen generator,
umbilicals and hose reels. The
below-deck tank installation,
said to be the first of its type,
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» frees up the 500-square metre

deck space for other equipment.
The cold start system
allows start-up of highpressure gas wells up to 425
bar by incorporating a heated
monoethylene glycol unit.
Without the heating capability,
the gas pipelines are susceptible
to the Joule-Thomson effect —the
extreme cooling of high-pressure
gas at start-up of production,
which can make the steel brittle,
Stigter points out.
Cleaner fuel
In what Shell says is another first,
the vessel runs on gas-to-liquids
(GTL) fuel, which has made some
inroads as a cleaner burning
alternative to diesel onshore.
Kroonborg, Stigter says, “represents
the first commercial marine
application of GTL in the world”.
Shell, Niestern Sander shipyard
and Wagenborg collectively
approached the vessel’s engine
manufacturer, PON Power, and
the classification society Bureau
Veritas to have the fuel approved
for marine applications. “There’s
virtually no sulfur, no soot
emissions,” he says. “It’s a much
cleaner fuel.”
Turbulent North Sea waters
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called for a stable hull design
for the walk-to-work vessel.
While 33 of the 44 unmanned
platforms operated by ONEgas
have helidecks, they see little use
these days.
“We’re using walk-to-work at
those locations too, because we
can be at the facility at daybreak
and leave the location at sunset,”
Stigter says. To get a sizeable
crew to a platform by helicopter
would require multiple trips
each way. “With a helicopter, you
get shorter days, fewer working
hours.”
Since it doubles as an
accommodations unit, Shell
requested that the vessel
provide as much stability as
possible.
“One of the design criteria
was that it needed to provide
comfort for people who work
on the platforms but aren’t
necessarily seafarers,” Stigter
says. Niestern Sander worked
with hull designer Conoship to
develop a design that would work
in conjunction with the Voith
Schnieder propulsion system
to minimise roll, noise and
vibration.
While the company has
no immediate plans to build
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gas power: Kroonborg is
the first offshore vessel to
sail on GTL fuel.

“The vessel has been working
quite happily in three-metre
Haije Stigter,
seas.”
ONEgas
additional vessels like the
Kroonborg, Stigter says the
concept could be put to good use
in other offshore areas.
“Our operations are not
dissimilar to operations in the
Gulf of Mexico or South-east
Asia,” he says. “I’d like to see a
world where we don’t fly people

to platforms, for several reasons.
You avoid the frustrations of
the probability of not having
people and materials on the
same place at the same time, for
one. And moving people around
with vessels is inherently safer
than moving them around with
helicopters.”
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Lowering the swing load
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utch technology
company Barge Master
was still testing its
innovative BM-T700
modular motion compensating
platform when Shell proposed
the idea of a similar, but much
smaller, piece of kit for the
Kroonborg crane.
The BM-T700 consists of three
hydraulic cylinders, arranged in
a triangle, that work together to
compensate heave, roll and pitch
— the three of the six degrees
of freedom that most affect
lifting operations (dynamic
positioning or anchoring
systems compensate for the
horizontal motions surge, sway
and yaw). The platform has a
payload capacity of 700 tonnes or
can accommodate a crane with
an average capacity of 160 tonnes
at a radius of 12 metres.
The set-up requires
considerable space — the
platform and foundation
together weigh 270 tonnes and
the foundation has a footprint
of 18 metres x 15 metres. Shell
used the BM-T700 system earlier
this year to install a permanent
bridge between a new depletion
compression platform and the
existing gas production
platform at the Malampaya
field in the Philippines (see
page 45). But putting a motion
compensated crane on the
Kroonborg required significant
reengineering, says Barge
Master chief executive Martijn
Koppert.
“They said, ‘we only need to
lift five tonnes at a 20-metre

“This is the first
fully motion
compensated
crane on the
market.”
CUSTOM CRANE: The motion compensating BM-T40 crane went from
the drawing board to ship’s deck in just 18 months.

radius, but we don’t have a lot
of deck space’,” Koppert recalls
of the initial talks with Shell in
late 2012. The company wanted
the set-up scaled down to a
footprint that would not exceed
four metres by five metres. “We
said, ‘we can make the T700,
this triangular platform, a bit
smaller. But we will never get
to the footprint that you have in
mind’. So we had to go back to
the drawing board.”
Barge Master redesigned the
platform “to a more sequential
set-up”, Koppert says, with two
cylinders compensating for roll
and pitch to keep the pedestal
upright, then one cylinder
compensating for heave. “The

T700 has many applications,
but we had to incorporate that
technology into a design specific
to a crane, and drastically reduce
the footprint. The bigger the
area, the better — it was very
difficult to concentrate in a small
footprint.”
Nevertheless, the company
was able to design, test and
deliver the BM-T40 system for the
Kroonborg in about 18 months.
“This is the first fully motion
compensated crane on the
market,” Koppert says.
The crane enables the
Kroonborg to work in close
proximity to platforms, in wave
heights up to three metres.
“I worked a lot offshore, and

Martijn Koppert,
Barge Master
often experienced the problem
of swinging load,” he says.
“A heave compensated crane
does not eliminate swinging.
That’s why we came up with
the concept of the motion
compensated crane.”
The technology creates a
much wider operating window
and increases safety, “and by
doing that, you reduce cost
tremendously”, he says. “The one
thing crane operators have to get
used to is, when they’re sitting
in the crane, they’re sitting still
but the vessel is moving. That’s
a bit of a strange experience, but
they get used to it. Even the guys
who normally get seasick can
operate this crane.”
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